In a previous paper we introduced a general transformation on sources and one on items in an arbitrary information production process (IPP). In this paper we investigate the influence of these transformations on the h-index and on the g-index. General formulae that describe this influence are presented. These are applied to the case that the size-frequency function is Lotkaian (i.e. is a decreasing power function). We further show that the h-index of the transformed IPP belongs to the interval bounded by the 2 transformations of the h-index of the original IPP and we also show that this property is not true for the g-index.
I. Introduction
We suppose that we have a general information production process ( as rankfrequency function. Here j denote item densities and r rank densities; a and are the minimum and maximum item densities and T denotes the total number of sources. We will limit ourselves to a . Note that F usually is denoted by g (see Egghe (2005) ) but to avoid confusion with the g-index we denote the rank-frequency function by F. ormula for the ansformed size-frequency function . We proved the following result:
General properties are studied in Egghe (2007) where one also presents a f tr f * ( ) 
ith we prove in Egghe (2007) 
nd where a ( )
nd where E is the parameter in the rank-frequency function a ( )
which is equivalent with (5) as is well-known; here We can now wonder what will be the effect of the above transformations on the h-index and g-index of an IPP. We first recall the definitions of these indexes. The h-index is the larg rank h of a source such that this source (and hence also the sources on a lower rank) ha more items. Since here we work in the con fu fo ( )
that all the sources on this and lower ranks have together, as is readily seen. We do not go into the advantages or disadvantages of the h-index; for this see Egghe (2006b) -see also Egghe (2006a,c) , where a new index, the g-index is defined as the highest rank g of a source such at least items. In the continuous model this gives the following defining equation for the gdex:
lternatively, g is defined via (the less simple) equatio A ns
at als e her number of items, T = total number of sources). 
). We also show by example that none of the a double inequalities are true for the g-index.
bove inally we present conclusions and suggestions for further research. F
II. General equations for the h-and g-index in general transformed IPPs and in Lotkaian systems
In the sequel we will denote by h and g the h-index and g-index in the original IPP and by IPP, the transformations being given by ), (2) and (3). 
II.1 General equations for h

I.2 Calculation of h
For the proof: see Appendix A
Let us now illustrate how these basic equations can be used in the c tio h *
* I given that the original IPP is Lotkaian
Theorem II.2: We suppose that f is as in (5), the law of Lotka. We will again suppose that the ansformations are increasing power laws, an importa tr nt case: for A,B 0,
Then we have that 
gain we will illustrate its use, given (5), (20) and (21). (5) and and ψ are as in (20) and (21). Then
I.4 Calculation of g
with as in (8). We will now show that h is limited by ( ) 
For the proof we refer
or all IPPs we have
(31) follows from (28), (32) from (29) and (33) from (30) 
e can also give an example where III.2 is false for the g-index. Indeed, take , for all j, r. We know that in this case
showing that also (28) (8)). Hence or we proved
for .
inally we prove that h r r P and we show that none of these inequalities or equalities are generally true for the -index. . Using equation (12) 2 For the transformed IPP we have the analogue of (12) 
This gives in (19), using also (5): An equivalent calculation would be: follow the calculation of (6), (7), (8) in Egghe (2006a) and apply (23) with T and using (B2). *
We will now show how we can use (A1) (or (A2)).
Using formula (A2)
Note that
and that F satisfies (9) with as in (11). Hence (A2) gives 
